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And in "Al pie del acantilado" [At the foot of the cliff],
where the protagonist Don Leandro is meaningfully forced
to move his house out of town, .... Such is the repertoire of

Mexican music, it is only forty years old. She was also
invited to Japan. They didn't bring them to us in Vladik.
We listen to Mexican records at home. And so, why not
give it a try? It is high time. Who knows how the next

generation will live? I asked my friend Mateo Zotych about
this. We went to the store on Pokrovka. â€œNo, these

records are no longer being released,â€� said the
saleswoman. They are new now... I look back at the

concerts given by the State Academy of Classical Music
and think, why shouldn't I get down to business?Take a

look, think. I take the first record that comes across, and
this is a retro hit. Mexican stage, "La belleza del aire"

[Beautiful conversation with the sky] by Fernando Pessoa.
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Surprisingly pleasant, clean performance. But suddenly
there was a sharp smell of Latin American quarters.

Breathing Latino, the song sounded, and we felt like we
were in the Metropol chill-out, no longer in a foreign city,

but in our own country. In the late 1970s, A. L. Braginsky's
book "Ways and Crossroads" was published in the USSR.

Among others, the map of "Musical Russia" unfolded
before the reader. The cultural space was divided into two

clearly defined sectors: the right one, euphonious (and
included in the "appendix" to this list), and the left one,

poisoned, unfriendly. Suffering from their own
sophistication, both here and there they struggle with

superfluous sounds, an antagonism arises between
zvukoviki and sloviki. But in general, despite its impressive
scale, the music of the "left" sector is understandable to any
person who grew up in the USSR and decided that he is an
anti-Americanist. The music of the right sector is different.

This is not "Spanish" music, which has already become
boring, not pop at all, but what else can be "piled" from it.
Role vocabulary MAD Pesenko "Spanish sinking stars" -
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"Spanish comets" "Beatles" b
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